size doesn’t matter - talent does

speakers with an attitude for over 20 years
SA - System Audio A/S - was founded in 1984 by musician Ole Witthoft who expressed
the idea that speakers should have an "inner musicality" creating an entertaining and vivid
reproduction. Our first speaker hit the right tone with the press that claimed: "This speaker
sets new standards". It was a compact speaker created for the love of excellent sound –
and not for fascination of technology. And with this attitude SA has won numerous international prizes over the past years.

Every year we make big investments in product development to ensure that our speakers
continuously lead new ways to excellent sound. Our products are sold all over the world
and have acquired thousands of fans amongst people appreciating great sound – also a
lot of musicians, record companies and TV stations.

All this due to the fact that there is audible difference between our speakers and other’s.
SA speakers offer a significant alternative to the anonymous plastic speakers, which are
produced for economical reasons and not for creating great musical experiences.
The difference is clear to every ear.

talent - a challenge to your senses
You hear them long before you see them. Fascinated by the open, vivid and rich
sound, you scan the room in search of a large pair of speakers. But there are
none. Instead you discover two small speaker fronts the size of A4. Positioned
discretely on the wall they deliver a sound so persuasive that you don’t believe
your own ears. The new speakers from SA honestly deserve their name: talent.

resist the ordinary
talent is more than a musical treat – it’s also
more discrete and flexible than any other
speaker. You can use it in a stereo combination or in a surround system. And you can
place it anywhere: On the wall using a single
screw, in the bookcase or on the windowsill,
the floor, a table, a shelf or wherever you’ve
got a bit of free space. And it comes in black
and white with fronts in black, grey or white
to easily adapt to your style and furnishing.

selected raw materials to match your taste
The recipe for SA talent contains ingredients such as beautiful design, cabinets in solid wood,
custom-build drive units and a high quality crossover network – all delicately seasoned with
unconventional technical solutions. Contact your local dealer to listen to talent and hear the
price.

SA talent is ideal:
• in a 2-channel music system
• as front speaker in a home theatre
• as center channel speaker in a home
theatre
• as rear speaker in a home theatre

options for positioning
• on the wall, using only one screw
• free standing on book shelf, table etc.

technical specifications
power handling: 80 Watts
impedance: 8 ohms
frequency response (on wall):
50-40.000 Hz +/- 3 dB
sensitivity (1W, 1m): 86 dB
crossover frequency: 3000 Hz
dimensions (WxHxD) cm: 21 x 33 x 12
magnetic shielded: yes
cabinet finish: satin white or satin black
front grille colours: white, grey or black
recommended amplifier power: 50 – 150 Watts
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